Maryland Heights Fire Protection District

Start CPR before an ambulance arrives.
More than 350,000 people in the United States suffer from out-of-hospital cardiac
arrest each year and just 12 percent survive. However, statistics show that if more
people knew CPR (Cardio Pulmonary Resuscitation), more lives could be saved.
Immediate CPR can double, or even triple, a victim’s chance of survival. The
Maryland Heights Fire Protection District has been working to teach and certify
local businesses, neighborhood groups, and organizations CPR. Follow us on
Facebook for upcoming educational opportunities like CPR classes.
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Firefighter Paramedic Jan Riedisser
locally teaching Adult, Child, and
Infant CPR.
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NEW Fire Station Two Opens
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Proposition B allowed for the capital replacement of the 45-year-old
Fire Station Two.

The MH CERT Team is off to a fantastic
start this year! Thanks to the support
of the Maryland Heights Fire District,
the Team trains each month to be better
prepared to assist their neighbors when
disaster strikes. The team has already
completed CPR training and the rest
of the year promises to be even more
exciting as we continue to train on
a variety of topics- search and rescue,
leadership and communications,

disaster medical operations and light
search and rescue. The eight-week
class culminates in a live drill where the
class works alongside current CERT Team
members in responding to a mock disaster.

The annual Fall CERT Basic Class is
scheduled to start on August 23, 2017.
Citizens can learn how to prepare their
family for a disaster event and learn basic
disaster response skills such as fire safety,

CERT Coordinator, Sherry Apel

Some of the innovative ways the district reduced its environmental
footprint on the environment include all LED lighting throughout the
station, which are outfitted with motion sensor technology.

Members learn skills in the program and
then get an opportunity to put them to
use in training scenarios.

Exterior lighting is reduced by 50% after 9pm and the emergency alerting
system activates the lighting system only at 20% to help reduce electrical
consumption.

The new modern facility was officially placed in service and ran its first
emergency 911 call on January 29, 2017.
A building committee of staff members and firefighters worked closely
with the architect team to create a well-designed and practical fire station
that would serve the community well into the future.

If you would like more information
on the CERT program, contact
Deputy Chief Denis Drozkowski at
ddrozkowski@mhfire.org or check
out the Team’s Facebook page
Maryland Heights CERT.
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President
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Automatic faucets and toilets to reduce water consumption and high
efficient hand dryers were placed in the public bathrooms to reduce paper
waste. Water is not wasted waiting for it to get hot because the plumbing
is designed in a loop system that allows hot water to be maintained
throughout the building.

PREVIOUS & UPCOMING EVENTS

May 13th Take a Tour of
Your New Fire Station Two

State-of-the-art heating and cooling systems offer a more cost effective
way to maintain the environment in the building. Smaller exchangers
work more efficiently regulating the temperature in occupied zones rather
than larger units having to heat or cool idle areas.

Although you can always stop by anytime for a tour, the
District will be welcoming everyone to take a tour of the
new fire station from 11am-3pm on Saturday, May 13, 2017.
Light refreshments will be served.

Gender friendly living quarters were designed for privacy. In each room,
members on duty have sleeping quarters and a bathroom facility. This also
helps reduce the spread of illness, results in less fatigue and disruption that
are encountered in open sleeping quarters.
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For more information please contact Greg Meyer
(314) 691-6176.

Weeks of training and teamwork payoff as firefighter
paramedics Chris Kirchhofer
and Eric Dethlefsen cross the
finish line together at a local
charity 5k race. Both ran in full
turnout gear while breathing
on their SCBA tanked air.

Maryland Heights
Fire Protection District
2600 Schuetz Road
Maryland Heights, MO 63043
314-298-4400

We would like to thank all our local sponsors, such
as World Wide Technology, for their continued
support in making our event a success.

A community resource, paramedic assessment, and disaster room were
all included in the building design. The community room was centered
on creating an inviting teaching environment that can become a place of
assembly for the neighborhoods and groups. A computer system to control
a presentation monitor, speakers and conferencing MIC, sink, and refrigerator
are all assembly and presentation features of this room. The paramedic
assessment room is a designated medical area of assessment and treatment
of walk-in patients.

CALL 911 TO REPORT A FIRE
OR MEDICAL EMERGENCY!

World wide Technology was presented
with a bronze firefighter statue in
recognition of their continued support
of the Charitable Golf Tournament.
Pictured Left to Right: Maryland
Heights Fire Chief Steve Olshwanger,
WWT CEO Jim Kavanaugh, WWT
Chairman/Founder David Steward,
and Golf Tournament Chairman
Firefighter Paramedic, Larry Tennision.

Your Maryland Heights Firefighters continue to
successfully sponsor their annual Charity Golf
tournament raising $13,000 for local charities and
to date; they have raised over $50,000. The Golf
Tournament for 2017 will be held on September
11th at the Old Hickory Golf Club in St. Peters,
Missouri. Sponsorships and teams are still available
to come and enjoy a day of golf at beautiful Old
Hickory Golf Club.

Besides creating an overall design that would compliment the surrounding
residential area, there was an emphasis placed on green technology and
creating the space to house the expanding equipment, apparatus, and
emergency resources the Fire District offers.

The disaster room will allow the district to maintain relief items that would
be distributed to district residents if a local catastrophic event took place.

Top: The New Fire Station two was designed to match the
residential community.
Middle: The larger apparatus bays allow for additional equipment
and resources to be stored.
Bottom: The community resource room is not only a neighborhood assembly space but also a community place of training
and education.

The new fire station was completed for 5.8 million dollars which was under
budget by $165,000.00. An open house is scheduled for May 13, 2017 from
11am-3pm for tours. Light refreshments will be served.

Building Committee Co-Chair
Firefighter Paramedic, Brian Shepherd

Visit Maryland Heights Fire Protection District online!
www.mhfire.org

FROM THE CHIEFS DESK

EQUIPPED AND PREPARING FOR THE FUTURE

Fire District Residents,

The Maryland Heights Fire Protection
District recently purchased ballistic
protection or better known as “body
armor” to enable our members to
respond to high risk incidents with
a high level of personal protection.

There is a campaign underway for the seat of Fire District Board of Director on April 4, 2017. If at anytime
you would like to verify any references made verbally or written about the Fire District please contact
our administrative office. Although we cannot speak on behalf of or endorse any one candidate, we can
and will clarify any statements made about the District.

The number of armed attacks such
as the night club shooting in Orlando
Florida or the ambush attacks on law
enforcement are ever increasing – not
to mention the targeting of Firefighters
and EMS crews almost on a daily basis
in this nation. The Maryland Heights Fire
Protection District has taken a pro-active
stance to equip and train our members
to respond and engage with law
enforcement during such an incident.

Be safe.
Sincerely,

Chief Steve Olshwanger

New Ladder Truck On Order
As a part of the Prop B Bond Issue, the District has placed
an order for a new ladder truck. The apparatus committee
worked for the last year designing this innovative truck.
The new aerial, being built by Rosenbauer America, will have
state-of-the-art features like a compressed air foam system
(CAFS), which uses air introduced with an extinguishing agent
into the hose stream to more efficiently and effectively
extinguish fires. Cameras located around the truck and at the
aerial tip will provide views of the scene for ladder placement
by the operator engineer and will offer tactical views for the
incident commander.

This was not an easy under taking by the
District. It required not only a monetary
investment and the development of
special Standard Operating Guidelines,
but a commitment from every member
to train in this specialized area of
response. We have to equip and train
our members in tactical environments
and be prepared to respond to such an
incident before it actually happens – our
citizens deserve that level of response.

Command staff and Firefighters worked together with engineers
to custom build an exceptional truck, designed for the needs of
the Maryland Heights Fire District.

New Rescue Tools

Sp ri n g 2017

Director Nichols has been a District Director for 12 years and has been
a positive influence to the Fire District during his terms. Director Nichols
has been a resident of the community for over 50 years and when
he is not spending time with his wife he enjoys restoring classic cars.
He has been a first responder for over 40 years and has served the
citizens with the Maryland Heights Police Department achieving the
rank of Captain. He decided being a Fire District Director would be
a way of continuing to serve the community and stay involved with
public safety. Bob has always placed an emphasis on being fiscally
responsible sustaining a balanced budget every year. Director Nichols
has been a proponent of keeping the Fire District outfitted with
state-of-the-art equipment and progressive training for the firefighters
and paramedics. He takes the time to stay involved with your first
responders who are on the front line everyday. The successful passage
of Proposition B allowed for the District to advance with capital
improvements. He has been an integral part of managing developments
and oversight of purchases which have come in under budget.
Director Bob Nichols will be up for re-election this April 4th.

In addition to in-house training we have
teamed up with the Maryland Heights
Police Department to train and familiarize
District members with law enforcement
techniques, movement and operations
used at active shooter type events. These
type of events demand a unified command
structure and close teamwork between
Law Enforcement and Fire/EMS. Additionally, members have received specialized
training from the Bureau of Alcohol
Tobacco and Firearms (ATF) on the safe
handling of firearms should a member
encounter a weapon on a victim.
The equipment purchased includes ballistic
rated vests, helmets and eye protection,
Tactical EMS equipment and special
Tactical EMS equipment kits.
The Maryland Heights Fire Protection
District would like to thank the Maryland
Heights Police Department and the Bureau
of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms for all
of their assistance!!
Training officer,
Assistant Chief Steve Rinehart

Public Information Officer, Captain Robert Daus
Top: Firefighter paramedic Jan
Riedisser and Chris Moore assess
and treat a victim wounded in
an active shooter scenario.
Bottom: In an active shooter
situation a first responder may
come across weapons that may
need to be secured. An ATF agent
instructs Firefighter Paramedic
Brad Howell to clear and make
a wide range of weapons safe.

Firefighters Train for
Low Air Emergencies

Truck Committee Co-Chair, Driver Operator Robert Young

Proposition B will be providing
the community with the newest
technology in hydraulic rescue
tools. These specialized tools are
used to remove victims entrapped
in crashed vehicles or heavy
equipment. Firefighters spent
several days in an extrication lab
dismantling cars to evaluate the
different manufacturer’s tools

Meet your Director Bob Nichols

“Tactical Readiness” Responding
to an Active Shooter/Terrorist Event

In 2016, we have seen an increase in calls surpassing 3,500 emergencies. The funding made available by
Proposition B is being allocated as promised on capital improvements. Each improvement is diligently
examined before implementation assuring our continued fiscal responsibility. We remain dedicated to
providing unsurpassed emergency services including advanced life support fire apparatus, state-of-the-art
equipment, and exceptionally trained personnel.

The apparatus will be equipped with a longer 109’ aerial
ladder, which will allow for a greater reach than our current
75’ ladder and a fire pump capable of flowing 1000 gallons
of water per minute. The custom chassis will have the latest
innovation in independent air suspension that will greatly
improve safety and handling. The truck was not only
designed to carry all of the current specialized fire fighting,
rescue and personal protective equipment but will also
allow for future expansion. The new ladder truck came in
under budget at 1.2M with an expected delivery in April
2018. Follow us on Facebook for updates on its progress.

MEET YOUR DIRECTOR

before making a recommendation.
The hydraulic tools chosen possess
the latest in battery-powered
technology, which eliminates the
need for cumbersome hydraulic
pumps or lengthy hoses. The new
rescue tools are scheduled for
delivery in May.
Firefighter Paramedic, Matt Weis

Firefighter
Paramedic
Robert Handley
uses one of the
demo rescue tools
to cut into a car.

The Self Contained Breathing Apparatus
(SCBA) is one of the most critical pieces
of equipment for a Firefighter during
a fire attack. It supplies fresh breathing
air to the Firefighter in an otherwise
non-tenable atmosphere. This critical
piece of equipment does however have
its limitations – one of which is the
duration of the cylinders contents. Even
with all of the safeguards in place, a
Firefighter can still become trapped or
lost and exceed the time allowed by the
contents of the cylinder. The SCBA’s used
by Maryland Heights Firefighters have
what is known as a “buddy breathing”
device and another known as a “Transfill”
device. The “buddy breather” allows
one Firefighter to share his/her air with

another Firefighter who is running low.
The “Transfill” feature allows a crew
to refill a low cylinder from a larger
cylinder carried into the building. As
a last resort, the Firefighter can switch
from the SCBA to an Emergency Escape
Filter located on the belt of each SCBA.
These filters do NOT provide fresh air,
but are capable of “scrubbing” some
of the lethal contaminants from the air.
Firefighters continually train with their
mask obscured to simulate diminished
vision so many of the operations must
be done by “feel” only.
Firefighter Paramedic,
Dave Schurwan

VISIT Maryland Heights Fire Protection District on

Firefighter Paramedic Dave Herman II and
Firefighter Paramedic Matt Taetz train to
supply each other with emergency air.

Director Nichols works closely
with the Chief staff to assure
budgets and goals are being
met. He also takes the time
to review new equipment and
assure that the firefighters
have the equipment and
training they need to keep
the community safe.

PREVENTION

Smoke Detector
Is Your Car Seat
Installed Correctly? Programs Save Lives.
It is vitally important that a certified
professional checks your Child Safety Seat
installation. Over 80 percent of car seats
mounted by first-time parents are installed
incorrectly. A Child Passenger Safety Technician has to complete a 40-hour national
education program before being certified.
The Maryland Heights Fire District offers
this community resource at no charge to
district residents. After an appointment
has been scheduled, you will arrive to the
fire station and you will receive a personal
one-on-one experience learning how
to use your child’s car seat and restraint
system. In addition to the certified installation, other aspects will be discussed such
as when it is safe to transition the car seat
to a forward facing position and at what
weight, size, and age is safe for changing
to a booster seat. To schedule an appointment call 314-298-4400.

Three of every five home fire deaths resulted
from fires in homes with no smoke alarms or
non-working smoke alarms.

Fire Inspector,
CPST Dave
Schmiderer

We recommend that detectors be tested on a regular basis and
replaced every 8-10 years. The batteries should be replaced at least
once each year (except for long-life lithium batteries). A working
smoke alarm significantly increases your chances of surviving a deadly
home fire. Please take the time to check your detector, change batteries
and/or call us to schedule a smoke detector evaluation-installation.
To schedule an appointment call 314-298-4400.

Captain
Robert Daus Jr.
assures a car
seat is properly
installed. Try
to schedule
an install 1-2
months prior
your due date.

The Maryland Heights Fire District is working to
reduce these types of fatal statistics by annually
promoting the “Change Your Clock, Change
Your Battery” program. This door-to-door operation allows the opportunity for the firefighters
to talk with residents and stress the importance
of having a working smoke detector in their
home. Batteries are distributed, installed, and
smoke detectors are tested. Two replacement
smoke detectors, per household, are available
for installation in homes that may find a faulty
or outdated detector(s).

In fires in which smoke alarms were present, almost
half (46%) of the smoke alarms had missing or
disconnected batteries.

Please feel free to contact my office with any fire safety questions.
Deputy Chief Fire Marshal, Denis Drozkowski
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75’ ladder and a fire pump capable of flowing 1000 gallons
of water per minute. The custom chassis will have the latest
innovation in independent air suspension that will greatly
improve safety and handling. The truck was not only
designed to carry all of the current specialized fire fighting,
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ladder, which will allow for a greater reach than our current
75’ ladder and a fire pump capable of flowing 1000 gallons
of water per minute. The custom chassis will have the latest
innovation in independent air suspension that will greatly
improve safety and handling. The truck was not only
designed to carry all of the current specialized fire fighting,
rescue and personal protective equipment but will also
allow for future expansion. The new ladder truck came in
under budget at 1.2M with an expected delivery in April
2018. Follow us on Facebook for updates on its progress.

MEET YOUR DIRECTOR

before making a recommendation.
The hydraulic tools chosen possess
the latest in battery-powered
technology, which eliminates the
need for cumbersome hydraulic
pumps or lengthy hoses. The new
rescue tools are scheduled for
delivery in May.
Firefighter Paramedic, Matt Weis

Firefighter
Paramedic
Robert Handley
uses one of the
demo rescue tools
to cut into a car.

The Self Contained Breathing Apparatus
(SCBA) is one of the most critical pieces
of equipment for a Firefighter during
a fire attack. It supplies fresh breathing
air to the Firefighter in an otherwise
non-tenable atmosphere. This critical
piece of equipment does however have
its limitations – one of which is the
duration of the cylinders contents. Even
with all of the safeguards in place, a
Firefighter can still become trapped or
lost and exceed the time allowed by the
contents of the cylinder. The SCBA’s used
by Maryland Heights Firefighters have
what is known as a “buddy breathing”
device and another known as a “Transfill”
device. The “buddy breather” allows
one Firefighter to share his/her air with

another Firefighter who is running low.
The “Transfill” feature allows a crew
to refill a low cylinder from a larger
cylinder carried into the building. As
a last resort, the Firefighter can switch
from the SCBA to an Emergency Escape
Filter located on the belt of each SCBA.
These filters do NOT provide fresh air,
but are capable of “scrubbing” some
of the lethal contaminants from the air.
Firefighters continually train with their
mask obscured to simulate diminished
vision so many of the operations must
be done by “feel” only.
Firefighter Paramedic,
Dave Schurwan

VISIT Maryland Heights Fire Protection District on

Firefighter Paramedic Dave Herman II and
Firefighter Paramedic Matt Taetz train to
supply each other with emergency air.

Director Nichols works closely
with the Chief staff to assure
budgets and goals are being
met. He also takes the time
to review new equipment and
assure that the firefighters
have the equipment and
training they need to keep
the community safe.

PREVENTION

Smoke Detector
Is Your Car Seat
Installed Correctly? Programs Save Lives.
It is vitally important that a certified
professional checks your Child Safety Seat
installation. Over 80 percent of car seats
mounted by first-time parents are installed
incorrectly. A Child Passenger Safety Technician has to complete a 40-hour national
education program before being certified.
The Maryland Heights Fire District offers
this community resource at no charge to
district residents. After an appointment
has been scheduled, you will arrive to the
fire station and you will receive a personal
one-on-one experience learning how
to use your child’s car seat and restraint
system. In addition to the certified installation, other aspects will be discussed such
as when it is safe to transition the car seat
to a forward facing position and at what
weight, size, and age is safe for changing
to a booster seat. To schedule an appointment call 314-298-4400.

Three of every five home fire deaths resulted
from fires in homes with no smoke alarms or
non-working smoke alarms.

Fire Inspector,
CPST Dave
Schmiderer

We recommend that detectors be tested on a regular basis and
replaced every 8-10 years. The batteries should be replaced at least
once each year (except for long-life lithium batteries). A working
smoke alarm significantly increases your chances of surviving a deadly
home fire. Please take the time to check your detector, change batteries
and/or call us to schedule a smoke detector evaluation-installation.
To schedule an appointment call 314-298-4400.

Captain
Robert Daus Jr.
assures a car
seat is properly
installed. Try
to schedule
an install 1-2
months prior
your due date.

The Maryland Heights Fire District is working to
reduce these types of fatal statistics by annually
promoting the “Change Your Clock, Change
Your Battery” program. This door-to-door operation allows the opportunity for the firefighters
to talk with residents and stress the importance
of having a working smoke detector in their
home. Batteries are distributed, installed, and
smoke detectors are tested. Two replacement
smoke detectors, per household, are available
for installation in homes that may find a faulty
or outdated detector(s).

In fires in which smoke alarms were present, almost
half (46%) of the smoke alarms had missing or
disconnected batteries.

Please feel free to contact my office with any fire safety questions.
Deputy Chief Fire Marshal, Denis Drozkowski
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Start CPR before an ambulance arrives.
More than 350,000 people in the United States suffer from out-of-hospital cardiac
arrest each year and just 12 percent survive. However, statistics show that if more
people knew CPR (Cardio Pulmonary Resuscitation), more lives could be saved.
Immediate CPR can double, or even triple, a victim’s chance of survival. The
Maryland Heights Fire Protection District has been working to teach and certify
local businesses, neighborhood groups, and organizations CPR. Follow us on
Facebook for upcoming educational opportunities like CPR classes.

A Newsletter for the Residents
of the Maryland Heights Fire Protection District

Firefighter Paramedic Jan Riedisser
locally teaching Adult, Child, and
Infant CPR.
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NEW Fire Station Two Opens
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Proposition B allowed for the capital replacement of the 45-year-old
Fire Station Two.

The MH CERT Team is off to a fantastic
start this year! Thanks to the support
of the Maryland Heights Fire District,
the Team trains each month to be better
prepared to assist their neighbors when
disaster strikes. The team has already
completed CPR training and the rest
of the year promises to be even more
exciting as we continue to train on
a variety of topics- search and rescue,
leadership and communications,

disaster medical operations and light
search and rescue. The eight-week
class culminates in a live drill where the
class works alongside current CERT Team
members in responding to a mock disaster.

The annual Fall CERT Basic Class is
scheduled to start on August 23, 2017.
Citizens can learn how to prepare their
family for a disaster event and learn basic
disaster response skills such as fire safety,

CERT Coordinator, Sherry Apel

Some of the innovative ways the district reduced its environmental
footprint on the environment include all LED lighting throughout the
station, which are outfitted with motion sensor technology.

Members learn skills in the program and
then get an opportunity to put them to
use in training scenarios.

Exterior lighting is reduced by 50% after 9pm and the emergency alerting
system activates the lighting system only at 20% to help reduce electrical
consumption.

The new modern facility was officially placed in service and ran its first
emergency 911 call on January 29, 2017.
A building committee of staff members and firefighters worked closely
with the architect team to create a well-designed and practical fire station
that would serve the community well into the future.

If you would like more information
on the CERT program, contact
Deputy Chief Denis Drozkowski at
ddrozkowski@mhfire.org or check
out the Team’s Facebook page
Maryland Heights CERT.

Robert Nichols
Secretary

Tom Carter
President

Mark Wells
Treasurer

Automatic faucets and toilets to reduce water consumption and high
efficient hand dryers were placed in the public bathrooms to reduce paper
waste. Water is not wasted waiting for it to get hot because the plumbing
is designed in a loop system that allows hot water to be maintained
throughout the building.

PREVIOUS & UPCOMING EVENTS

May 13th Take a Tour of
Your New Fire Station Two

State-of-the-art heating and cooling systems offer a more cost effective
way to maintain the environment in the building. Smaller exchangers
work more efficiently regulating the temperature in occupied zones rather
than larger units having to heat or cool idle areas.

Although you can always stop by anytime for a tour, the
District will be welcoming everyone to take a tour of the
new fire station from 11am-3pm on Saturday, May 13, 2017.
Light refreshments will be served.

Gender friendly living quarters were designed for privacy. In each room,
members on duty have sleeping quarters and a bathroom facility. This also
helps reduce the spread of illness, results in less fatigue and disruption that
are encountered in open sleeping quarters.

Maryland Heights
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For more information please contact Greg Meyer
(314) 691-6176.

Weeks of training and teamwork payoff as firefighter
paramedics Chris Kirchhofer
and Eric Dethlefsen cross the
finish line together at a local
charity 5k race. Both ran in full
turnout gear while breathing
on their SCBA tanked air.

Maryland Heights
Fire Protection District
2600 Schuetz Road
Maryland Heights, MO 63043
314-298-4400

We would like to thank all our local sponsors, such
as World Wide Technology, for their continued
support in making our event a success.

A community resource, paramedic assessment, and disaster room were
all included in the building design. The community room was centered
on creating an inviting teaching environment that can become a place of
assembly for the neighborhoods and groups. A computer system to control
a presentation monitor, speakers and conferencing MIC, sink, and refrigerator
are all assembly and presentation features of this room. The paramedic
assessment room is a designated medical area of assessment and treatment
of walk-in patients.

CALL 911 TO REPORT A FIRE
OR MEDICAL EMERGENCY!

World wide Technology was presented
with a bronze firefighter statue in
recognition of their continued support
of the Charitable Golf Tournament.
Pictured Left to Right: Maryland
Heights Fire Chief Steve Olshwanger,
WWT CEO Jim Kavanaugh, WWT
Chairman/Founder David Steward,
and Golf Tournament Chairman
Firefighter Paramedic, Larry Tennision.

Your Maryland Heights Firefighters continue to
successfully sponsor their annual Charity Golf
tournament raising $13,000 for local charities and
to date; they have raised over $50,000. The Golf
Tournament for 2017 will be held on September
11th at the Old Hickory Golf Club in St. Peters,
Missouri. Sponsorships and teams are still available
to come and enjoy a day of golf at beautiful Old
Hickory Golf Club.

Besides creating an overall design that would compliment the surrounding
residential area, there was an emphasis placed on green technology and
creating the space to house the expanding equipment, apparatus, and
emergency resources the Fire District offers.

The disaster room will allow the district to maintain relief items that would
be distributed to district residents if a local catastrophic event took place.

Top: The New Fire Station two was designed to match the
residential community.
Middle: The larger apparatus bays allow for additional equipment
and resources to be stored.
Bottom: The community resource room is not only a neighborhood assembly space but also a community place of training
and education.

The new fire station was completed for 5.8 million dollars which was under
budget by $165,000.00. An open house is scheduled for May 13, 2017 from
11am-3pm for tours. Light refreshments will be served.

Building Committee Co-Chair
Firefighter Paramedic, Brian Shepherd

Visit Maryland Heights Fire Protection District online!
www.mhfire.org
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